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PRE-DESIGN Community consultation: SFPR – Nordel to 176th Street and the Golden Ears Bridge Connector Road
The Ministry of Transportation conducts community consultations at
different design stages, including:
Project Definition Consultation
2003-2006
Consultation ensures that communities and key stakeholders are aware of project
goals, the Ministry is aware of community concerns, and ongoing information exchange
is facilitated.

Pre-design Consultation Program:
SFPR Nordel Way to 176th Street and the Golden Ears Bridge Connector Road
• Series of 7 Small Group Meetings
•4
 Open Houses (see page 22 for times and locations)
• On-line feedback form (www.gatewayprogram.bc.ca). Deadline for feedback is June 30, 2006.
• Consultation Summary Report

Pre-design Consultation
May – June 2006
Discusses community objectives related to such things as alignment options, location
of intersections or interchanges, connections between communities, cycling access and
connections, and other key areas.

We are seeking community feedback on:
• Pre-design concepts for local road connections within and between communities along the South
Fraser Perimeter Road (SFPR) between Nordel Way in Delta and 176th Street in Surrey where it
meets the Golden Ears Bridge Connector road.
• Pre-design concepts for local access to and from SFPR and facilitating connection to the local
cycling network.
Pre-design concepts for the SFPR include:
• A potential local street connection between Nordel Way and River Road east of the Alex Fraser
Bridge. (SFPR traverses the existing connection.)

Preliminary Design Consultation
2007 (tentative)
Discussion of specific improvements (rather than conceptual improvements discussed in the
pre-design stage) including refinements to the alignment, specific lane configuration, key
intersections and other access features such as connections to local roads.

• A potential local street connection between River Road opposite Gunderson Slough and Grace
Road to the east.
• A potential access to SFPR in the Bridgeview community at 124th Street.
• A potential new road connection between Bridgeview Drive and Surrey Road at Bon Accord Creek.
(SFPR removes the existing link to communities to its south.)
• A potential access to SFPR through intersections on the Golden Ears Bridge Connector Road at
179th Street and/or at 182A Street.

Detailed Design Consultation
2007/08 (tentative)
Detailed design consultation generally involves the discussion of fewer, but very specific
treatments related to such things as access, lighting, landscaping and other aesthetic
treatments and detailed mitigation measures.



How pre-design consultation input is used
The input from this Pre-design Consultation will be considered with technical and financial inputs
when considering which options to further refine in the preliminary design stage and take through
to environmental review.

Overview of the Gateway Program

INTRODUCTION
Overview of the Gateway Program
The South Fraser Perimeter Road Project (SFPR) is a key component of the Gateway Program, which was established as part
of a broader response by the Province of British Columbia to reduce congestion, improve people and goods movement and
improve safety and reliability. The SFPR, approximately 40 km long, is a proposed new four-lane, 80 km/h route along the south
side of the Fraser River, extending from Deltaport Way in southwest Delta to approximately 184th Street in Surrey, with links to
Highways 99, 91, 15 and 1 and TransLink’s future Golden Ears Bridge.
The Gateway Program complements planned regional road and transit improvements.
Congestion on regional roads and highways is increasing, with growing impacts on residents, communities, the environment
and the economy. Transportation is now the top concern for Lower Mainland residents, and the B.C. Trucking Association
estimates that goods movers are stopped or slowed 75% of the time, costing approximately $500 million per year. Transport
Canada estimates that the total cost of congestion is $1.5 billion annually.
Transportation infrastructure and service improvements are needed throughout the region to address current and future
transportation needs and to support economic development associated with increasing trade and goods movement. A
number of agencies have initiatives underway in the Lower Mainland to provide needed improvements, including more
transit, new bridge connections, better access to border crossings and expanded cycling networks. Key commuter and
goods movement corridors also require attention. In 2003, the provincial government established the Gateway Program to
complement other regional road and transit improvements planned or underway. The South Fraser Perimeter Road is one of
three priority corridors identified for consideration. The other two are:
• The existing Highway 1 corridor from Vancouver to Langley
• The North Fraser Perimeter Road (NFPR) – an improved east-west corridor along the north shore of the Fraser River
including a new Pitt River Bridge and Mary Hill Interchange

other components OF THE GATEWAY PROGRAM
The Port Mann/Highway 1 Project
The Port Mann/Highway 1 project includes widening of
the highway, twinning the Port Mann Bridge, upgrading
interchanges and improving access and safety on Highway 1
from the McGill interchange in Vancouver to 216th Street
in Langley, a distance of approximately 37 kilometres. This
project’s pre-design concept includes congestion-reduction
measures such as HOV lanes, transit and commercial vehicle
priority access to highway on-ramps, improvements to the
cycling network and a proposed toll on the Port Mann
Bridge. As well, the new Port Mann Bridge will be built to
accommodate future light rail transit.
North Fraser Perimeter Road (NFPR)
The NFPR is a set of improvements to existing roads to provide
an efficient, continuous route from New Westminster to
Maple Ridge. TransLink is responsible for the New Westminster
section, while the Ministry of Transportation is responsible for
the segment from King Edward Street (Coquitlam) to Maple
Ridge.
The Pitt River Bridge and Mary Hill Interchange Project is
a stand-alone component of the NFPR that includes a new
bridge to replace the existing Pitt River swing bridges and an
interchange to replace the existing Lougheed Highway and
Mary Hill Bypass intersection.
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RISING CONGESTION REDUCES QUALITY OF LIFE, INCREASES COSTS
The population of the Lower Mainland grew by 750,000 over the past 20 years and is projected to reach more than three
million by 2031. Automobiles are increasing at a rate of 20,000 per year. This growth is creating gridlock on Greater Vancouver’s
road network, which has had no significant improvements since the 1980s.

Change in Greater Vancouver Commuting Patterns

Greater Vancouver is a strategic North American gateway for international trade, emerging as Canada’s hub for the Asia-Pacific
region. The Port of Vancouver has seen a 56% growth in trade with China in the past year and the volume of BC port container
traffic is expected to quadruple by 2020. Coupled with population growth, this economic growth means more pressure on
regional transportation infrastructure, such as highways, transit and intercity buses. Existing roads and bridges cannot support
forecast demand. In fact, a number of key routes are already at capacity.

Changing Regional Travel Patterns
The Ministry of Transportation and the Greater Vancouver Transportation Authority (TransLink) completed a travel survey of
Greater Vancouver residents in 2004. One of the key trends from this survey shows increased job growth outside of downtown
Vancouver. For example, in the past decade, growth in Vancouver residents working in other municipalities exceeded the
growth of other municipal residents working in Vancouver by a factor of 9 to 1. This type of job growth creates a greater need
for travel from Vancouver to other municipalities, and for inter-municipal travel, which is not easily served by transit alone.

A

The consequences of not making the necessary road and bridge improvements include increasing congestion, longer and
longer “rush hours”, increased costs to the economy, delayed goods movement, and unreliable transit connections through the
region. Overall, the cost of living and quality of life will suffer without comprehensive improvements to the transportation and
transit network.

B

Change in Nature of Trips – There has been a shift in the
traditional municipal to downtown travel pattern (A), to
more complex travel patterns (B) as a result of increaing
population and dispersed locations for job creation.



Benefits of the Gateway Program

THE BENEFITS OF THE GATEWAY PROGRAM

The Gateway Program will provide road and bridge user
benefits primarily in the form of travel time savings (avoided
delays), reduced vehicle operating costs and improved safety.
Analysis indicates that the Gateway Program will result in
travel time and operating cost savings with a present value of
$8 billion over the 35-year life of the project. Other benefits
include:
Address congestion
Gateway improvements will help relieve congestion at key
bottlenecks to keep people and goods moving.
Improve the movement of people and goods in and through
the region
Bring corridors to current design and safety standards, make
merging safer and easier, and provide enhanced opportunities
for transit and HOV service.
Improve access to key economic gateways
By improving links between ports, industrial areas, railways,
airports and border crossings, Gateway road and bridge
improvements will help Greater Vancouver to retain and
increase its role as a critical North American gateway for
international trade.

Reduce vehicle emissions
Gateway improvements will reduce emissions from congestionrelated idling.
Facilitate better connections
Each of the Gateway improvement projects includes cycling
improvements. The Program is working with TransLink to find
ways to make transit service more feasible, including transit
priority to on-ramps, park-and-ride facilities and potential new
and improved transit services.
Reduce travel times
Gateway improvements are projected to reduce travel times
through 2031. Depending on their origin and destination,
travelers could see time savings of up to 30% when compared
to 2003.
Safety
The Gateway Program will also provide significant safety
improvements along the major transportation corridors by
addressing congestion, resulting in reduced regional traffic
on local streets.

Forecast Growth in Gateway Truck Volumes, 1999-2031
12000
Light and Heavy Truck Volumes (24 Hour)
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This graph illustrates the projected growth in truck volumes
associated with the forecast growth in international trade.
Approximately 50% of containerized goods are currently
transported to and from Greater Vancouver’s terminals by truck;
the other 50% moves by rail.

Improve the regional road network
By alleviating gridlock along major corridors, the proposed
improvements will contribute to better overall traffic flow.
Improve quality of life
By relieving bottlenecks on major routes, Gateway road
and bridge improvements will help keep regional traffic on
regional roads instead of on local streets, improving quality of
life in surrounding communities.
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PROVIDING TRANSPORTATION CHoiCES
Public Transit, Cycling and HOV
Transportation needs are directly related to where people live and work. In high population areas, public transit is available
and well used. In areas of lower density, frequent transit service is less cost-effective and less available, and people rely more on
the automobile. The Gateway Program is working with TransLink and Greater Vancouver municipalities to identify areas where
alternatives such as transit, HOV services and cycling could be improved. The Gateway Program includes provision for:
Buses, Cycling and Potential Future Light Rail
• New bus routes and reliable bus service across the Port Mann Bridge, improved connections to rapid transit lines on both sides
of the Fraser River.
• Capacity for future light rail transit on both the new Pitt River and Port Mann Bridges for potential longer-term expansion of
the region’s rapid transit system.
• Expansion of Highway 1 HOV lanes to Langley.
• Significant improvements to the cycling network, including across the twinned Port Mann Bridge, along the South Fraser
Perimeter Road and across the Pitt River Bridge and Mary Hill Bypass / Lougheed Highway Interchange.
Reducing Congestion on the Highway 1 Corridor
Planning for the Gateway Program also includes evaluation of congestion reduction measures to provide incentives for people
so they may consider alternatives to single-occupancy vehicle use.
Options include:
• Extending HOV lanes
• A potential toll on the Port Mann Bridge
• Park-and-ride facilities
• Transit and HOV priority access to highway on-ramps
• Cycling network expansion



Working With Communities

WORKING WITH COMMUNITIES
Recognizing the importance of consultation and ongoing communication with interested
stakeholders and the public, the Gateway Program has undertaken a comprehensive
consultation program. Consultation with municipalities, key stakeholders and the public,
underway for more than two years, is ongoing. To date, community consultation on
components of the Gateway Program has included:
• SFPR: Pre-design consultation, Southwest Delta segment, in January-February 2005
• NFPR: Pre-design consultation, Pitt River Bridge and Mary Hill Bypass Project, in March-April
2005
• SFPR: Pre-design consultation, 80th to Nordel Way segment, in January-February 2006
• Port Mann/Highway 1 Project: Pre-design consultation, in February-April 2006
• SFPR: Stage 2 Pre-design Consultation, southwest Delta segment, in April-May 2006

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW PROCESS
The South Fraser Perimeter Road is subject to a harmonized federal/provincial environmental
review process. Following pre-design concept refinements, the Project Team will prepare
an Environmental Assessment application for the project. The application and supporting
studies (e.g., fisheries, noise, agricultural land, etc.) will be submitted to the B.C.
Environmental Assessment Office for review. Potential environmental and socio-community
impacts will be identified, along with proposed mitigation and compensation measures.
Through the review, additional opportunities for public input will be provided, wherein
additional issues may be identified and addressed in accordance with Environmental
Assessment Review procedures.
Since the SFPR has been in planning stages for a number of years, previous impact
assessment studies have been completed. With the change in scope and more recent
planning for the SFPR, these studies have been updated to reflect current information,
including increased development and changing socio-community concerns. These studies
will be available as part of the application for environmental assessment later this year.
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overview of the south fraser perimeter road
The South Fraser Perimeter Road Project (SFPR), approximately
40 km long, is a proposed new four-lane, 80 km/h route along
the south side of the Fraser River. SFPR extends from Deltaport
Way in Southwest Delta to 176th Street, with connections to
Highway 1, and to approximately 184th Street in Surrey where
it connects to TransLink’s future Golden Ears Bridge.
Currently, east-west routes south of the Fraser River are
through heavily congested municipal streets. None provide
direct, continuous connections to and between growing
port areas and other key “gateway” facilities. A patchwork
of provincial highways, local arterials and collectors provide
partial, discontinuous and inappropriate routes for goods
movement. Congestion causes regional traffic to divert to
local roads, negatively affecting the quality of life for area
residents.
Supporting Trade and Quality of Life
– and Saving Travel Time and Fuel
Goods movement and commuting demand exceed the capacity
of the existing roads along the SFPR corridor. To meet the
demand generated by the projected increase in population
and trade, the proposed SFPR will provide goods movers and
commuters with an efficient transportation link that supports
trade and employment. It will also help to reduce the volume
of regional traffic and trucks on arterial and community
streets, improving quality of life for residents and commuters.
Projected time savings over existing travel in the SFPR corridor
are in the 25% to 35% range. Fuel consumption savings are
estimated to be up to 20% for the heavy truck fleet that
carries most of the container traffic.



Making Connections, Reducing Congestion
SFPR connects Highways 1 and 15 in Surrey, two highways
that serve as the principal truck routes from Greater Vancouver
to the rest of Canada and the United States. SFPR has long
been part of provincial, regional and municipal transportation
plans. With connections to Highways 91 and 99, as well as to
the future Golden Ears Bridge, SFPR will take a significant step
towards improving the region’s road network and reducing
congestion.
The South Fraser Perimeter Road will provide a continuous
and efficient route to serve the growing port facilities, rail
yards and industrial areas along this key economic corridor.
The SFPR would link primary economic “gateway” facilities
such as the Vancouver Port Authority’s Deltaport, the Fraser
River Port Authority’s Fraser Surrey Docks, the CN Intermodal
yard, Canada/U.S. border crossings and the Tsawwassen ferry
terminal. It would also serve industrial centres in Delta, Surrey
and Langley. The route would also benefit tourists accessing
borders, Vancouver Island and the BC Interior.

Efficient Transportation Key to Continued Economic Growth
Trade through Greater Vancouver is now expanding faster
than at any other time in BC’s history. A significant portion of
that increase is due in part to the success of a Ports Strategy
that is taking advantage of BC’s location as a gateway
between Canada and Asia, as well as between North America
and Asia. The strategy seeks to expand BC’s share of container
traffic from the current 9% to 17% by 2020. About 60% of
this expansion is expected to occur at Deltaport and Fraser
Surrey Docks, two key gateway facilities that SFPR serves
directly.
The growth in associated transportation industries is projected
to produce some 35,000 new jobs and increase Canada’s
GDP by $2.4 billion per year (in 2004 dollars). Deltaport and
associated businesses currently employ about 10,000 people.
This number is projected to increase to 14,500 by 2011.
Vancouver International Airport now employs 26,500, a figure
that will grow to 40,000 by 2027. This tremendous growth
in trade will also see truck traffic on portions of the SFPR
between Deltaport Way and Highway 99 increase accordingly:
from 5,500 trucks/day in 2011 to 8,600 in 2021 and 13,300
in 2031. Projected increases in truck traffic, as a percentage
of total traffic using the SFPR, range from 17% to 32% on
opening day, and from 24% to 34% by 2031.

Overview of the South Fraser Perimeter Road

Goals of the South Fraser Perimeter Road
The goals for the South Fraser Perimeter Road are:
• Improve the movement of people and goods through the
region by providing improved connections to the provincial
highway network,
• Reduce east-west travel times, particularly for heavy truck
movements, by providing a continuous highway along the
south side of the Fraser River,
• Improve access to major trade gateways and industrial areas
and facilitate development in designated industrial areas
along the south side of the Fraser River,
• Improve safety and reliability, and
• Restore municipal roads as community connectors by
reducing truck traffic on municipal road networks.

Project Background
Since 1998, the Ministry of Transportation has been consulting
with municipalities, TransLink, the GVRD, port authorities,
railways, regulatory agencies, First Nations, community
groups and the public in planning for the SFPR. With input
from these groups regarding their concerns, issues and needs,
the scope and alignment options have been developed and
adjusted. Between 1999 and 2001, approximately 80 meetings
and events were held. Through the public information line
and website, the project responded to over 300 inquiries
during the development phase of the project.
Public consultation on sections of the proposed SFPR between
176th Street and Highway 91 was undertaken as part of the
Ministry’s Planning and Preliminary Design Study, completed
in 2001. Additional meetings were held with key stakeholder
groups such as government agencies, First Nations, municipal
councils and staff, TransLink, businesses and non-government
groups. In early 2003, the proposed SFPR was incorporated

into the Gateway Program and the project scope was
expanded to continue west to Deltaport Way in Southwest
Delta and east to 176th Street and the Golden Ears Bridge
Connector Road in Surrey.
Ongoing public and stakeholder consultation has indicated
overall support for the SFPR and identified specific concerns
that have led to subsequent refinements in the concept
design.

2000 consultation
Consultation Results and Changes in Concept Design
Two Open Houses, held as part of the Ministry of
Transportation’s Planning and Preliminary Design Study in
January, 2000, attracted 1,020 people who completed 579
feedback forms. The results indicated that the principal
concerns focused on connections and SFPR’s potential impact
on property.

development and this has been achieved with the purchase of
land from CN Rail.
Several meetings were conducted in 2004 and 2005 with
TransLink and emergency responders in Surrey and Delta in
order to ensure that proposed road changes provide effective
transit and emergency vehicle access throughout the SFPR
corridor.

PRE-DESIGN OF THE SFPR
The pre-design alignment and features for the SFPR between
Nordel Way and 176th Street and the Golden Ears Bridge
connector road are presented on the following pages (8 - 14).
These are followed by the pre-design consulatation topics on
pages 15 - 21. A feedback form is provided on the last two
pages.

For example, feedback on proposed intersections at Brooke
Road and Terrace Drive to provide access to SFPR resulted in
the Project Team developing alternative access concepts and
addressing the community’s expressed desire to maintain the
continuity of River Road.
Follow-up discussion with the residents of North Delta and the
Corporation of Delta took place at a community forum in Fall
2004. Participants in this forum showed a strong preference
for no access on and off SFPR in this area. Delta Council
passed a resolution in early 2005 supporting that preference.
In consideration of this community input, the Gateway
Program has removed on/off access options from the initial
SFPR conceptual alignment.
Similarly, concerns over SFPR’s socio-community impact in the
growing Fraser Heights area led to a realignment of the SFPR
concept. The participants expressed a desire that the road
corridor be located as far as practical from the residential
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sfpr: Pre-design alignment features
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Nordel Way to Elevator Road
1. From Nordel Way, SFPR follows the alignment of the existing
River Road under the Alex Fraser Bridge.
2. A potential local street connection between Nordel Way and
River Road east of the Alex Fraser Bridge could maintain direct
connections between communities for local traffic and cyclists.
(See details on page 15.)
3. A bridge carries SFPR over BNSF rail lines; a section of new
municipal street connects River Road (at Arpe Road) to Centre
Street.
4. From Arpe Road, SFPR follows the rail right-of-way along the
bottom of the slope.
5. SFPR enters a split grade section just east of Centre Street.
By splitting the grade, land requirements are reduced and
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excavation is minimized. The split grade separates the
eastbound and westbound lanes into two levels, one higher
than the other, and continues to near Knudson Creek.

Elevator Road to Bridgeview Drive
6. A new overpass links Elevator Road north of the railway with
Grace Road, replacing the existing level rail crossing and the
Elevator Road / South Fraser Way intersection. This maintains
vehicle access to the waterfront and improved safety at this key
location.
7. A potential local street could link Grace Road to River Road,
providing a direct connection from Grace Road to the North
Delta community. (See details on page 16.)
8. SFPR uses the existing South Fraser Way, expanded to four
lanes, northeast to Tannery Road, where an interchange links

SFPR with the Tannery Road / South Westminster industrial area
and port facilities to the north.
9. East of Tannery Road, SFPR follows South Fraser Way, where
a small bridge carries SFPR over Old Yale Road, maintaining
local access between the waterfront and the Bridgeview
community.
10. SFPR passes underneath SkyTrain, Southern Rail line and the
Pattullo Bridge, continuing northeast, parallel and to the south
of Industrial Road through to Bridgeview Drive.
11. Industrial Road remains as a connector for local east-west
traffic, providing access to properties next to the CN Rail corridor.
Industrial Road remains a continuous local connection from Old
Yale Road to 130th Street.
12. A potential intersection would provide access in the
Bridgeview community to and from SFPR at 124th Street.

SFPR Alignment

sfpr: Pre-design alignment features
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Bridgeview Drive to Port Mann Bridge
13. At Bridgeview Drive, an intersection connects SFPR to the
Bridgeview area north and south of SFPR. Local roads provide
access to properties north of SFPR and a connection to 116th
Avenue.
14. SFPR follows the 116th Avenue corridor east of the
Bridgeview Drive intersection to 136th Street, where a second
intersection provides access to the CN facility to the north and
the residential area to the south.
15. A potential new local road to the south could run generally
parallel to SFPR, providing a continuous connection from
Bridgeview Drive to Surrey Road. This “King Road Connector”
would provide a connection to the areas that 116th Avenue
currently serves. (See details on page 18.)

16. At Surrey Road, emergency vehicle access from the south
across SFPR is provided to the CN facility.

Port Mann Bridge to 176th Street and the Golden Ears
Bridge Connector Road
17. After passing under the Port Mann Bridge, SFPR continues
east through the old landfill site and follows the bottom of
the Fraser Heights escarpment alongside the CN property. This
realignment places the road corridor as far as practical from
residential development.
18. A bridge carries SFPR over environmentally sensitive
wetlands north of 168th Street.

19. An interchange links SFPR with 104th Avenue, the CN
Intermodal area, and the connector road to the Golden Ears
Bridge.
20. SFPR turns south at this interchange and primarily follows
the existing 176th Street corridor to connect with Highway 1
and Highway 15. A pedestrian and cyclist overpass that crosses
SFPR is proposed over 176th Street at Barnston Drive.
(See details on page 14.)
21. Potential intersections at 179th Street and/or 182A Street
would provide access to the Port Kells area from the Golden
Ears Bridge Connector road.
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sOUTH FRASER PERIMETER ROAD: PRE-DESIGN CONCEPT FEATURES
Split Grade Alignment – North Delta
After passing over the BNSF Railway tracks just east of Highway 91, SFPR
continues northeast near the base of the North Delta escarpment, where it
becomes a split grade road, or a road with two different levels. A retaining
wall separates higher eastbound lanes from lower westbound lanes.
Structures such as bridges and culverts carry SFPR across existing ravines
and watercourses before the road returns to a single grade near Knudson
Creek.
A split grade in this area reduces property requirements and better suits
the existing landscape. In circumstances such as these, the construction of
a split grade roadway, compared to a single large retaining wall better
addresses potential slope stability issues during and after construction. It
is also more cost-effective because of the reduced volume of excavated
material.

A view of SFPR showing split grade section
through North Delta, looking west
North Delta between Terrace Drive and Brooke Rd.

Analysis Shows Split Grade Road Best Option
In light of community interest in a tunnel through North Delta, the
Gateway Program undertook detailed analysis, including a thorough
evaluation of community, operational and financial implications of a
4 km-long tunnel. The analysis concluded that the tunnel would:
• Pose greater challenges and risks in emergency response situations
• Restrict some commercial carriers from using the tunnel, requiring them
to travel on existing routes
• Cost over three times the construction cost of the split grade option
• Cost substantially more to operate and maintain
As a result of this analysis, it has been determined that a split grade
highway is the better solution for the North Delta section of the South
Fraser Perimeter Road.

10

North Delta between Brooke Rd. and 92A Ave.

SFPR: Pre-Design Concept Features

sOUTH FRASER PERIMETER ROAD: PRE-DESIGN CONCEPT FEATURES
SFPR through Bridgeview
The SFPR is located on the south side of Industrial Road in the Bridgeview area to
maintain access to the existing industrial/commercial businesses on the north side
of Industrial Road.

View of SFPR and surrounding industrial area
in Bridgeview segment, looking west.

Cross-section of the SFPR through the Bridgeview area
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sOUTH FRASER PERIMETER ROAD: PRE-DESIGN CONCEPT FEATURES
SFPR through Fraser Heights
After passing under the Port Mann Bridge, SFPR continues east through the old
landfill site and follows the bottom of the Fraser Heights escarpment alongside
the CN property. This realignment places the road corridor as far as practical from
residential development.

View of SFPR in Fraser Heights
area looking west.

Cross-section of the SFPR and adjacent lands through the Fraser Heights area

12

SFPR: Pre-Design Concept Features

sOUTH FRASER PERIMETER ROAD: PRE-DESIGN CONCEPT FEATURES
SFPR Bridge over Wetlands – Fraser Heights
The pre-design concept proposes a bridge over the wetlands along the south bank of the Fraser
River north of 168th Street. It will significantly reduce the impact of the SFPR on these wetlands.
Piers along the length of the structure and abutment walls at either end will support this
elevated section of SFPR.
This area has many streams, drainage canals and wildlife habitats. Cutthroat trout, coho and
chinook salmon, as well as various mammals, including beaver, use the watercourses to move
back and forth between the river and the wooded slopes north of the developed areas of Fraser
Heights. The project team has investigated several construction techniques to minimize impact
on habitat and wildlife. This will be explored further during preliminary and detailed designs, as
well as the environmental review process.
Cross-section of the SFPR over the wetlands in the Fraser Heights area
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sOUTH FRASER PERIMETER ROAD: PRE-DESIGN CONCEPT FEATURES

SFPR MAINLINE
EXISTING BARNSTON DRIVE
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Community Access at Barnston Drive Intersection
A proposed intersection at Barnston Drive could provide access to SFPR in both
directions from communities east and west of the corridor. Traffic traveling north
on SFPR could turn right to access the community east of the corridor, while traffic
traveling south could turn right to access the community west of SFPR. (See inset
map of Barnston Drive intersection.)
Barnston Drive’s location at the top of a steep grade, combined with the
anticipated higher volumes of traffic on SFPR, including heavy trucks, makes the
use of traffic signals unfeasible at Barnston Drive. Heavy trucks traveling uphill
after stopping at an intersection would disrupt other traffic and generate greater
noise and pollution levels in the area. The absence of traffic signals would allow
heavy trucks to move up the steep grade uninterrupted from SFPR to Highways
1 and 15. Because of this, vehicles would not be able to cross 176th Street at
Barnston Drive as they do now. Traffic between communities could cross SFPR by
an alternate route on 104th Avenue.
A proposed pedestrian/cycle overpass at the intersection
of SFPR and Barnston Drive could preserve the existing
connection for pedestrians and cyclists.
(INSET) PROPOSED BARNSTON DRIVE INTERSECTION
(See inset map of Barnston Drive intersection.)
SFPR

Overpass Considered
The SFPR considered the construction of an overpass
that would allow vehicles to cross SFPR at Barnston Drive
but decided against it as it created significant visual
and property impacts, and added significant cost to the
project. In addition, traffic analysis shows infrequent use
of the existing staggered intersection.
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New SFPR along 176th Street at Barnston Drive
SFPR
PERMITTED TRAFFIC TURNS
CYCLING AND PEDESTRIAN OVERPASS
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CONSULTATION TOPICS
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The following Pre-Design concept descriptions and tables
detail the options, potential benefits and drawbacks of
alternate local road connections, as well as opportunities for
access to SFPR.

Consultation Topics

Option

Benefits

Drawbacks

A. G
 eneral purpose
traffic connection

Maintains local street connections

Allows regional traffic to use local streets
Some private property required for this new road connection
New bridge would increase construction costs

Nordel Way - River Road Local Road Connection
A potential local street connection could link the local road
network east of Alex Fraser Bridge (the Sunbury/Annieville
area) with Nordel Way (Sunbury Industrial Park) west of the
bridge. SFPR removes the existing direct connection along
River Road. Any potential street connection would not
connect to the SFPR. All options would provide for pedestrian/
cyclist connections. There are three options for a local street
connection.

B. E
 mergency and
transit connection
only between
Nordel Way and
River Road

Maintains connection to North Delta for
transit and emergency vehicles

C. N
 o connection
for vehicles

Eliminates opportunities for regional
traffic to use local streets in North Delta

Some private property required for this new road connection
Does not maintain local street connections for general
purpose traffic

Eliminates opportunities for regional
traffic to use local streets in North Delta

Limits access for transit and emergency vehicles by obliging
them to take Nordel Way
Does not maintain local street connections

Option A: a two-way bridge connection for general purpose
traffic, to the south of SFPR between Nordel Way and River
Road at Centre Street.
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LOCAL ROAD IMPROVEMENTS
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Option B: a local street connection, at grade, for transit and
emergency vehicles between Nordel Way and River Road at
Centre Street.
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Option C: no connection.
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between Nordel Way and the Sunbury area
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CONSULTATION TOPICS
River Road – Grace Road Local Road Connection
A potential local street connection could provide a link
between Grace Road and River Road. SFPR removes the existing
direct connection. All options except no connection would
provide for pedestrian/cyclist connections to the local network.

Option

Benefits

Drawbacks

A. E
 mergency
and transit
connection

Maintains connection between North Delta and
Surrey for transit and emergency vehicles only

Some private property required for this new road

B. G
 eneral purpose
traffic connection

Maintains local street connections

Allows regional traffic to use local streets

No eastbound on-ramp to SFPR

More private property required for this new road
No eastbound on-ramp to SFPR

C. No connection

Eliminates opportunities for regional traffic to
use local streets in North Delta and Surrey

Limits access for transit and emergency vehicles,
requiring them to take alternate routes via Scott Road/
96th Avenue.
Would require alternate access to Knudson Road
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between the River Road and Grace Road areas
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Consultation Topics

CONSULTATION TOPICS
Access to SFPR at 124th Street
A potential connection at 124th Street would provide access
to and from SFPR and the Bridgeview area. The City of Surrey
has expressed an interest at this location to support its planned
development of this area.

Option

Benefits

Drawbacks

A. Access at
124th Street

Provides access to the Bridgeview community for
general purpose, emergency and transit traffic

Allows regional traffic to use local streets

B. No access

Eliminates regional traffic’s direct access to local
streets in Bridgeview

No access to the local community to/from SFPR between
Tannery Road and 130th Street/Bridgeview Drive
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CONSULTATION TOPICS
Option

Benefits

Drawbacks

A. D
 o not
re-establish
connection

Eliminates opportunity for regional traffic to use
local streets

Creates indirect alternate local east-west connection

B. R
 e-establish
connection

Maintains local east-west connection on new
local streets

Increases potential for regional traffic to use local streets

Provides a parallel route for cyclists, including
those accessing a future twinned Port Mann
Bridge via Surrey Road.
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PORT

Local Road Connection from Bridgeview Drive
to Surrey Road
The pre-design concept alignment proposes a combination
of existing and new roads – tentatively called the “King Road
Connector” – that runs generally parallel to SFPR on the south
side to provide a continuous local connection from Bridgeview
Drive to Surrey Road. SFPR removes the existing connection
through 116th Avenue, King Road and 116A Avenue. The
proposed King Road Connector follows 114B Avenue east from
Bridgeview Drive and then 115th Avenue to 136th Street. From
136th Street the King Road Connector links to 116th Avenue,
then to King Road, and finally along 116A Avenue where it
joins up to Surrey Road. The 2-lane King Road Connector could
provide access between the communities south of SFPR that
116th Avenue currently serves.
Without the King Road Connector, residents would have to use
King George Highway and 108th Avenue and the local street
network to move between the Bridgeview and Port Mann
communities. This would be a longer and more circuituous
connection than the King Road Connector would provide.
The City of Surrey has expressed an interest in the provision of
this local road connection.

Consultation Topics

CONSULTATION TOPICS
Access to Golden Ears Bridge Connector Road
The Golden Ears Bridge Connector links SFPR and the
Golden Ears Bridge between 104th Avenue and 183rd Street.
Intersections at 179th Street and/or 182A Street could provide a
connection to SFPR and the Golden Ears Bridge Connector from
the North Port Kells community.

Option

Benefits

Drawbacks

A. 1
 79th Street
only

Provides alternative access to local community
from north and south.

Increases potential for inter-regional traffic to drive
through residential areas

More direct route to 181st Street residential area
B. 1
 82A Street
only

Provides alternative access to local community
from north and south

Increases potential for inter-regional traffic to drive
through residential areas

C. B
 oth
connections

Provides further alternative access to local
community from north and south

Further increases potential for inter-regional traffic to
drive through residential areas

D. No connection

Eliminates opportunity for vehicles to drive
through residential areas

Focuses local traffic to the south at Barnston Drive East;
traffic required to use SFPR to connect to Surrey Central area
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CONSULTATION TOPICS
Cycling Access and Connections
The proposed alignment for SFPR between Nordel and 176th
Street would allow cyclists to ride along the corridor and
connect to and from the local road network at intersections
and interchanges. Cyclists would ride on the shoulder of SFPR
most of the way, but for some short sections they would use
local streets at larger interchanges. This pre-design concept
considers several options for access to SFPR and local street
connections that are included in the description that follows.

Starting from the west, 1 cyclists would ride on SFPR’s
shoulders as they approach the Alex Fraser Bridge.
2 A potential local connection (pg. 15) to accommodate
cyclists and pedestrians between the Nordel area and the
Sunbury community. 3 A potential cyclist-only access could
connect SFPR to the north end of the Delta-South Surrey
Regional Greenway. 4 A potential connection just west of
Elevator Road could allow eastbound cyclists to get on and off
SFPR. 5 Cyclists could also use a potential local road connection
linking Grace Road and the North Delta community (pg. 16).

At the Tannery Road Interchange, 6 cyclists would leave
the SFPR and take interchange ramps to rejoin the highway
on the other side. (See inset A.) 7 Cyclists on Old Yale Road
will be able to cross under SFPR to access destinations such as
Brownsville Park.
8 Just east of the Pattullo Bridge a connection for eastbound
cyclists between 111A Avenue and SFPR is proposed to provide
better access to/from the Pattullo Bridge. 9 Cyclists could also
access SFPR at a potential intersection to be located at 124th
Street.
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CONSULTATION TOPICS
10 At Bridgeview Drive, and 136th Street, 11 at-grade
intersections would allow cyclists to access SFPR from the local
road network.

13 At the Fraser Heights Interchange, cyclists would travel
through the interchange to continue south on 176th Street.
(See inset B.) 14 Cyclists would exit at the interchange to get
to 104th Avenue, 15 Barnston Island 16 or the Golden Ears
Bridge Connector. 17 A pedestrian/cyclist overpass connecting
communities east and west of the highway is proposed across
SFPR where it intersects Barnston Drive. 18 (pg. 14)

12 A potential connection could allow eastbound cyclists

to exit SFPR, and cyclists on Surrey Road could enter SFPR
eastbound. The potential King Road Connector from the end
of Surrey Road to Bridgeview Drive would allow westbound
cyclists to connect to SFPR at 136th Street.
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OPEN HOUSE SCHEDULE
Wed, May 31
6:00-9:00 pm

Port Kells/Fraser Heights
Tynehead Community Hall
9568 - 168th Street, Surrey

Saturday, June 3
10:00 am- 1:00 pm

Walnut Grove - Langley
Walnut Grove Community Centre
8889 Walnut Grove Drive, Langley

Tuesday, June 6
6:00-9:00 pm

Sunbury/Annieville
North Delta Recreation Centre
11415 - 84th Avenue, Delta

Tuesday, June 13
6:00-9:00 pm

Bridgeview Community Hall
11475 - 126A Street, Surrey

Deadline for feedback is June 30, 2006.
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CONTACT INFORMATION
Here are ways you can follow the project, learn more and provide feedback:
Website:

www.gatewayprogram.bc.ca

Email:

info@gatewayprogram.bc.ca

Telephone: 604-456-2420
Facsimile: 604-439-2585			
Mailing
Address:

Gateway Program Project Office
Metrotower I
Suite 2400 - 4710 Kingsway
Burnaby, BC V5H 4M2

			

					

FEEDBACK FORM
PRE-DESIGN Community consultation: SFPR – Nordel to 176th Street and the Golden Ears Bridge Connector Road
Please mark an “X” in the box to indicate your preference.

1. Local Street Connection Between Communities on the East and West Sides
of the Alex Fraser Bridge (See page 15 for details.)
A proposed local street connection could link the local road network east of the Alex Fraser Bridge
with Nordel Way and the Sunbury area to the west of the bridge. All options except no connection
would provide for pedestrian/cyclist connections.
Please indicate which connection option you prefer, if any, by checking one of the boxes.
Option A: a two-way bridge connection for general-purpose traffic, to the south of SFPR
between Nordel Way and River Road at Centre Street.

3. Access to SFPR at 124th Street (See page 17 for details.)
A potential connection at 124th Street would provide access to and from SFPR and the
Bridgeview area. The City of Surrey has expressed an interest at this location to support its
planned development of this area. Please indicate which connection option you prefer, if
any, by checking one of the boxes.
No access

Access at 124th Street

Comments?

Option B: a local street connection, at grade, for transit and emergency vehicles only,
between Nordel Way and River Road at Centre Street.
Option C: no connection.

Comments?

2. Local Street Connection Between RIVER ROAD to GRACE ROAD CONNECTION
(See page 16 for details.)
A potential local street connection could provide a link between River Road and Grace Road.
Please indicate which connection option you prefer, if any, by checking one of the boxes.
General Purpose Traffic
Comments?

Emergency and Transit only

No connection

4. King Road Connector: Bridgeview DRIVE to Surrey Road
(See page 18 for details.)
The SFPR removes the existing connection through 116th Avenue, King Road and 116A
Avenue. The potential “King Road Connector” follows 114B Avenue east from Bridgeview
Drive and then 115th Avenue to 136th Street. From 136th Street the King Road Connector
links to 116th Avenue, then to King Road, and finally along 116A Avenue where it joins up
to Surrey Road. The King Road Connector could provide access between the communities
south of SFPR that 116th Avenue currently serves. Please indicate how strongly you agree
or disagree with the potential King Road Connector by checking one of the boxes, where
1 indicates strongly agree and 5 indicates strongly disagree.
1

Strongly
agree

Comments?

2

Somewhat
agree

3

Neither agree
nor disagree

4

Somewhat
disagree

5

Strongly
disagree
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5. Access to Golden Ears Bridge Connector Road (See page 19 for details.)
There are four options for providing a connection to Golden Ears Bridge Connector, which links
the SFPR and the Golden Ears Bridge between 104th Avenue and 183rd Street. Intersections at
179th Street and/or 182A Street could provide a connection to SFPR and the Golden Ears Bridge
Connector from the North Port Kells community. Please indicate which connection option you
prefer, if any, by checking one of the boxes.
No connection

179th St. only

182A St. only

7. Cycling Access between SFPR and Surrey Road for Eastbound Cyclists
It is possible to create a pedestrian and cyclist access to Surrey Road from SFPR. Please indicate how
strongly you agree or disagree with the creation of this pedestrian/cyclist access by checking one of
the boxes, where 1 indicates strongly agree and 5 indicates strongly disagree.
1

Strongly
agree

2

Somewhat
agree

3

Neither agree
nor disagree

Both 179th St. and 182A St.
Comments?

Comments?

6. Cycling Connection between River Road east of the Alex Fraser Bridge and
Delta – South Surrey Regional Greenway
A potential cycling connection is proposed to provide a direct route between River Road, east of
the Alex Fraser Bridge and the Delta-South Surrey Greenway. Please indicate how strongly you
agree or disagree with the connection by checking one of the boxes, where 1 indicates strongly
agree and 5 indicates strongly disagree.
1

Strongly
agree

2

Somewhat
agree

3

Neither agree
nor disagree

4

Somewhat
disagree

5

Do you have any other comments about the project?

Strongly
disagree

Comments?

Please provide your contact information (optional)

Name

Phone Number						

E-mail

4

Somewhat
disagree

5

Strongly
disagree
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